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COVID-19 has radically changed every part of

The question is: how can you adapt to engage

our lives, forcing marketers to rethink how to

them in this new and uncertain world?

acquire customers.
These four strategies will show you how to protect
In many parts of the country, “stay safer at

your brand during the crisis and create meaningful

home” orders remain in effect and consumers

relationships with customers that will endure

are getting used to a new way of doing

beyond the pandemic.

business, from opting for curbside pickup to
increasing their online shopping. Even as the
country reopens, the changes in consumer
habits and expectations will likely persist.
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Commit to Contact-Free
Commerce
Ecommerce isn’t new, but the pandemic has pushed it front and center. Some brands we’ve talked to have
reported 60% YOY growth in ecommerce in the last two months.
In addition to shopping online more, consumers are replacing store visits with contactless shopping. As of the
first week in April, the US had seen a 20% increase in preference for contactless operations. And these new
habits based on convenience and safety are likely to stick.
To meet the demands of a post-pandemic world, companies need to fully embrace engaging consumers
digitally. Brands across all industries were already moving in this direction before the coronavirus hit, using
digital verification to make it easy for consumers to verify eligibility for personalized offers.
Lowe’s is a great example of how making this shift can improve the customer experience. Instead of having
to show a military ID to receive their military discount, shoppers can now get verified at Lowes.com and have
their discount applied to all future purchases—no handling of IDs necessary.

Start Going Touchless Today
According to McKinsey &
Company, US consumer preference
for contactless operations has

increased by

20
2

%
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• Offer cashless transactions, including mobile
payment.
• Develop engaging UX that facilitate customer
journeys and replace in-person experiences.
• Make it easy for customers to self-serve online.
• Eliminate the exchange of documents by using
digital verification.
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Double Down on D2C
Brands like Nike and Whirlpool were already investing in direct-to-consumer (D2C) channels, but the pandemic
has increased the urgency of making this shift. Store closings have leveled in-person sales, and if brands want
to control their own destiny, they need to lean in and create a direct relationship with their customers.

Attract Customers with Cause Marketing
Now more than ever, people want to know the companies they shop with are in their court. Sixty-five percent
of consumers said that a brand’s response in the crisis will have a huge impact on their likelihood of purchasing
it in the future.

What does your brand stand for? What do your customers care about? In its early days, Tuft & Needle
donated mattresses to local firehouses, and then expanded that program by giving a 15% discount to first
responders, healthcare workers, and the military. And T-Mobile supports the military by providing career
assistance to veterans and donating to organizations dedicated to serving the military community worldwide.

When you align your brand’s values with causes your customers care about and then support them with socially
responsible initiatives, you will create a deeper and more personal brand relationship with your audience.

Go Online to Build
Community
We’re rewarding first responders

Brick-and-mortar experiences are moot. Follow the

because they deserve it, and because

lead of digitally native companies and create online

we believe doing what’s right is good

communities that make customers feel connected to

business practice.

your brand—and to each other. Squaded Shopping
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Party is a great example. The new social platform
Melanie LaDue, Gives Back Lead
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recreates the experience of being in a mall by letting
users virtually shop together on fashion sites.

And remember: the key to building an active community is by serving, not always selling. Tableau, for example,
provides a community forum where teachers can exchange ideas and resources for using its software in the
classroom.

Create Personalized Rebates
Supercharge your personalization strategy by targeting key consumer tribes with a post-purchase rebate, such
as giving $200 cash back to anyone in the military who buys a large appliance during the Veterans Day holiday.
Your customers can still shop with your channel partners, but you get to launch a D2C relationship when you
verify a customer’s eligibility for the rebate.
This has been a great strategy for retail brands and one that OEM and CPG brands can adopt to build brand
loyalty.
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Show Up for Consumers on
the Frontlines
Gone are the days of appealing to people’s material
desires to win them over. Today, consumers
want brands to respond with empathy, care, and
concern.

Reward Everyday Heroes

of consumers

One way to stand up for people during this crisis

want brands to offer free or

is to create personalized offers for those who have

lower-priced products to health

been most impacted—like healthcare workers,
first responders, and teachers. If you expand your
personalization strategy by creating exclusive
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89

%

workers, people at high risk,
and those whose jobs have
been affected.3

offers to support these “consumer tribes” you will
endear them to your brand.
Research revealed that 59% of these consumer
tribes said a personalized offer would make them
feel valued, and 69% said it would make them feel
thankful.
Supporting those hardest hit by the pandemic is the
right thing to do. It’s also good for business.
FabFitFun offered 50,000 doctors and nurses a
free bundle of wellness and self-care products. This
“Healthcare Heroes” promotion was so popular, the
company ran out of packages in one day.
In a week-long promotion for medical professionals
and first responders, one retailer saw a 51%
conversion rate and 65% new-to-file customers.
A leading apparel brand launched an offer for

Be Part of the Solution

healthcare workers and first responders and on the
first day more than 100,000 consumers redeemed

Consumers will pay attention to and remember

it, resulting in nearly $2 million in sales.

brands that go above and beyond.

• Encourage your customers to take action.
Tieks is offering gift cards for customers who

96

sew masks for hospital workers. As they say on

%

of heroes
said a personalized offer would
positively impact their brand
relationship.
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the site, “If we #SewTOGETHER, we can and
will save lives together.”
• Donate in a way unique to your brand.
Headspace helps teachers and healthcare
workers manage the stress of the pandemic by
giving them free access to its meditation app.
• Unite your communities.
Chipotle’s 4HEROES campaign gave
medical workers a free burrito for every
burrito purchased and 100,000 customers
participated.
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Make Your Customers Your Tribe
Rising customer acquisition costs and reduced budgets are requiring marketers to rethink how to engage new
audiences. The most cost-effective way to do that is to use only tactics and channels that give your customers
a sense of belonging and make them feel at home with your brand.

Provide Meaningful Promotions
Start by fine-tuning your offers in your high-performing channels. Take the time to figure out exactly what the
consumer tribes hit hardest by the pandemic want, and then deliver it. A recent survey revealed the kinds of
personalized offers various consumer tribes found most appealing.

What kind of discounts or promotions would you find most appealing? 4

69%

of seniors prefer
free shipping.
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57%

of first responders
prefer an occasional
20% discount.

54%

of nurses prefer
BOGO offers.

53%

or teachers prefer
10% off every
purchase.

54%

of students prefer
a free gift.

Think Before You Slash
In hard times, it’s easy to panic and resort to big cuts for a short-term win. Don’t do it. These universal discounts
are a knee-jerk attempt to maintain revenue and will damage your brand over time because consumers will
expect you to maintain those steep discounts after the crisis is over.
According to Adweek, that was a contributing factor in J.Crew’s recent bankruptcy filing: “shoppers have
complained about quality, discounts, sales so ubiquitous that consumers know to never pay full price.”
You can avoid those pitfalls by focusing instead on responsible, strategic promotions that nurture relationships
with these communities of heroes. It’s more important to get the message and cadence of your promotions
right than to rush them out scattershot.

Protect the Integrity of Your Offer
When consumers who aren’t eligible for a personalized offer gain access, it leads to discount
abuse that reduces your margins. It’s bad for business, but it also undermines the impact of the
offer. These communities of heroes want to know the offer created for them is actually for them.
Digital verification ensures that only members of the consumer tribe you are targeting can redeem your offer.
This underscores both the offer’s exclusivity and your support for these groups.

Allow the Community to Be
Your Ambassadors
AT&T's personalized offer
to nurses and doctors
appeared on the YouTube
show SomeGoodNews and
got nearly 4 million views in
three days.

Consumer tribes have strong networks that relish in supporting
each other—especially in this time of crisis. If they value your
offer, they will spread it like wildfire. More than 95% of consumers
hardest hit by the pandemic said they would share a personalized
offer with others in their profession.4
When you focus your efforts (and dollars) on building more
meaningful relationships with your consumers, you’ll encourage
their loyalty and generate goodwill that can capture worldwide
attention.

When AT&T launched an offer giving nurses and doctors three months of free wireless service, the story got
picked up by SomeGoodNews, a show hosted by actor John Krasinski that garnered nearly 4 million YouTube
views in three days.
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Adapt for the “Next Normal”
By now, everyone gets it: the world has changed. Uncertainty has become the norm, but it has also created the
opportunity to connect with customers more deeply.
Show up for consumers in ways that have meaning. Understand their shifting expectations and experiment to
meet them where they are. Most importantly, avoid the temptation of quick wins today that will cheapen your
brand tomorrow.
Maintaining the integrity of your brand through the crisis will build trust, invite connection, and keep you
relevant. Customers will notice and thank you by staying loyal through the pandemic and beyond, to whatever
the “next normal” may be.
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